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Learn from the master! Drumset Essentials, Volume 3. World-famous performer
and educator Peter Erskine takes you step-by-step through fundamental
concepts, techniques and exercises that will greatly improve your drumming.
The Art of Playing Timbales, Volume 1 provides the perfect explanation of how
the instruments of the Afro-Cuban percussion section (timbales, congas, bongos,
and sometimes drumset) function as a unit. The rhythms are first presented for
timbales, then with conga and bongos, and finally with adaptations for drumset.
Afro-Cuban Rhythms: Gig Savers Complete Edition combines both of Trevor
Salloum's popular previous editions. The material is designed for the intermediate
to advanced percussionist who has some basic understanding of percussion
notation. Part one is a collection of traditional rhythms ideal for a
percussionensemble or for the individual who wants to learn the authentic parts
of each rhythm. The material is presented in a concise and user-friendly style.
Part oneincludes information on Clave, Tumbao for one and two drums, Yamb£,
Guaguanc¢ (Havana), Guaguanc¢ (Matanzas), Rumba columbia, Conga
(Havana), Conga (Matanzas) and Conga (Santiago). Part two is structured just
like part one, but covers a different set of rhythms: Bembe, Makuta, Yuka,
Palo,Arar†, Abaku† (Havana), Abaku† (Matanzas), Gag†, Vud£ and Iyesa. All
rhythms presented in this edition are easily adapted to conga drums and AfroCuban hand percussion.
"The popularity of The Bongo Book in addition to the high demand for resources
on bongos prompted this second and more advanced book on bongo drumming.
This follow-up reveals that the passion for the bongos is as great now as it was in
the 1960's. Now, two more generations are discovering the joy of bongo
drumming. What was lacking in the three decades were resources, a network
and teaching material to guide students and hobbyists in the exploration of this
fascinating instrument. The advent of the Internet with its web sites, newsgroups,
and faster communication along with the flame and revival of bongo mania.
Bongo Drumming is simply another step in the educational development of the
bongos and an attempt to increase the awareness of this seemingly simple, yet
immensely complex instrument. 2 CD's included."
Afro-Cuban Rhythms, Volume 1 is a collection of traditional rhythms ideal for a
percussion ensemble or for the individual who wants to learn the authentic parts
to each rhythm. All rhythms are easily adapted to conga drums and Afro-Cuban
hand percussion. This series is presented in a brief, clear, and affordable
manner. Volume 1 includes Clave, Tumbao for one and two drums, Yambu,
Guaguanco (Havana ), Guaguanco (Matanzas), Rumba columbia, Conga
(Havana), Conga (Matanzas) and Conga (Santiago). These volumes are
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designed for intermediate to advanced levels and assume the reader has some
basic understanding of percussion notation. This book is written by Mel Bay best
selling author Trevor Salloum
DVD provides over three hours of audio and video demonstrations of rehearsal
techniques and teaching methods for jazz improvisation, improving the rhythm
section, and Latin jazz styles.
Volume III is the first educational product to tackle the complex subject of Timba,
the new musical genre which has been played in Cuba since 1989. Timba
represents a quantum leap for all the instruments of the rhythm section
andespecially the congas. The recordings of Tomas Cruz are considered the
mostadvanced examples of Timba conga-playing and so fascinated the three
coauthors that they sought out Tomas Cruz and spent a year and a half studying
his style and meticulously documenting it before even considering the idea of
publishing it. After many hundreds of hours of passionate research, thislabor of
love eventually reached fruition as Volume III. Volumes II & I were then written to
trace the roots of the style and to understand the path Tomas took toarrive at his
phenomenal level of technical mastery and rhythmic creativity. Much more than a
collection of patterns or exercises, Volume III analyzes Timba arrangements from
beginning to end, explaining the role of the congas in each section, the
relationship to the clave, and Tomasito's creative process, including an exercise
which teaches the reader to invent his own Timba conga parts. It was the
intricacies of the material of Volume III which inspired the creation of the Step by
Step online video Method, which enables the reader to learn these exciting new
rhythms in a fraction of the time it would take workingwith only written music and
audio recordings
At 368 pages, Beyond Salsa for Ensemble, Vol. 1 is the most ambitious of the 15 volume
series. The course is designed for college and high school Latin music ensembles and working
salsa bands seeking to add modern Cuban "timba" and "songo" material and techniques to
their repertoires. The course begins with the basic salsa groove and then presents two modern
Cuban grooves (one in 2-3 clave and one in 3-2 clave), with note-for-note transcriptions for
piano, bass, bongo, timbales, congas, and drums - all explained in careful detail in a
conversational style. The next part of the book teaches 36 rhythm breaks, or "efectos," that can
be added to any Latin arrangement. Again, every stroke of every part is meticulously
transcribed, with lead sheets also provided for more experienced players. Finally, the book
contains a complete chart for performance of a popular Cuban hit by the popular group Los
Que Son Son, led by Pupy Pedroso, the subject of several of the Beyond Salsa Piano books.
This book is to help gain a greater working knowledge of rhythms for playing congas, bongos
or almost any percussion instrument. Included is an instruction and basic hand technique for
congas. Among the many patterns presented are, Samba, Clave, Latin Rhythms, Afro-Latin,
West African, Middle Eastern and many more. A varied collection of rhythms.
Hand Drumming Essentials is unlike any book you've seen! This innovative new approach
provides all the information you need to begin and maintain your own hand drumming
ensemble. The book includes an introduction to hand drumming; instruments of the hand
drumming ensemble (including conga, bongos and timbales, and exotic world percussion
instruments such as agogo, axatse, caxixi and toke); performance techniques; rehearsal
techniques; the development of hand drumming technique; and compositions for performance.
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A contemporary
re-working of Ted Reed's classic drumming text.
How Afro-Peruvian music was forgotten and recreated in Peru.
Presents a guide to playing the bongos, congas, and djembe drums, with lessons covering
hearing the beat, playing with groups, and creating new rhythms.
This text and audio package teaches timbales as played by the master percussionist
Changuito. Topics include set-up, tuning, the clave, fills, independence exercises, listening
recommendations, and a glossary of terms. Various styles are studied such as Danzon,
Abanico, Cha-Cha-Cha, Mambo, Pilon, Mozambique, Merengsongo, Conga, 6/8 Rhythms,
Timba, Songo, Laye, and Afro-Cuban. Examples on the recording are performed by Changuito.

The only comprehensive book ever published on how to play bass in authentic AfroCuban, Brazilian, Caribbean and various South American styles. Over 250 pages of
exact transcriptions of every note Oscar plays on the 3 accompanying CDs. Endorsed
by Down Beat magazine, Latin Beat magazine, Benny Rietveld, etc.
Afro-Cuban percussion contributes essential characteristics to the richness of Latin
American musical folklore, and its rhythmic systems hold a complexity and
sophistication that deserve greater study among both learned and popular musical
spheres. In Conga Drums in Space and Time, author Jorge Pardo presents an
exploration of the surprising ways rhythms can create three-dimensional space when
properly structured, considering Afro-Cuban percussion in particular. He charts the
emotional excitement felt by listeners when exposed to syncopated rhythms using a
thought-provoking theory of time positions. These ideas then carry over into Pardos
own system of hand drum notation (HDN), a simple and straightforward iconography
that allows percussionists of any level to sight-read two hand patterns and play
authentic Conga rhythms in a short time. Through a combination of theory and practical
exercises, Pardo takes musicians on an unusual rhythmic journey of discovery.
Intriguing and challenging, this bilingual study explores the unexpected relationship
between music and three-dimensional space and provides a simple and accessible
system for percussion notation.
This 208-page book is the first systematic, comprehensive approach to learning about
rhythm. It's for any drummer or other musician playing any style of music. It organizes
and analyzes hundreds of African and Afro-Cuban patterns to give you a deeper
understanding of rhythmic structure. It also teaches rhythmic concepts and variation
techniques you can use to create patterns of your own. Learn to groove and solo with
greater rhythmic freedom and express yourself with a richer rhythmic vocabulary.
Winner of the DRUM Magazine Readers' Poll for Best Instructional Book. Please note:
audio files of the CD that comes with the print version of this book are not included in
this ebook version (but are available separately).
Christian Bourdon's new book features traditional and modern African rhythms for
Conga, Tumba, and Djembe. The focus is on special playing techniques (floating hand,
"bascules") with exercises for one and two players plus 3 solo pieces.
The first book ever published on how to play the conga and bongo drum in jazz. This
text is an essential tool for band teachers and drummers playing LatinPercussion in
jazz with special emphasis on swing. Includes chapters on history,description, tuning,
position/posture, notation, strokes, rhythms, etc. Completewith photos, interviews,
music transcriptions and video links. This much-needed text fills a niche in the
application of the conga and bongo drum in jazz. Special features include archival
photos, a rare interview with legendary jazz guitaristKenny Burrell, online companion
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video
with
Candido
and Bobby Sanabria and the most comprehensive discography ever
complied on the use of conga and bongo drums in jazz with over 100 listings and
commentary including Candido, Ray Barretto, Armando Peraza, Willie Bobo, Luis
Miranda, Patato Valdez, Willie Rodriguez, Tata Guines and many more
"This book is designed as a condensed study of the most popular rhythms and dances
of Cuba."--Page 5.
Authentic Conga Rhythms (Revised)A Complete Study: Contains Illustrations Showing
the Current Method of Playing the Conga Drums and All the Latin RhythmsAlfred Music

This book is dedicated to Professor Selim G. Akl to honour his groundbreaking
research achievements in computer science over four decades. The book is an
intellectually stimulating excursion into emergent computing paradigms,
architectures and implementations. World top experts in computer science,
engineering and mathematics overview exciting and intriguing topics of musical
rhythms generation algorithms, analyse the computational power of random
walks, dispelling a myth of computational universality, computability and
complexity at the microscopic level of synchronous computation, descriptional
complexity of error detection, quantum cryptography, context-free parallel
communicating grammar systems, fault tolerance of hypercubes, finite automata
theory of bulk-synchronous parallel computing, dealing with silent data
corruptions in high-performance computing, parallel sorting on graphics
processing units, mining for functional dependencies in relational databases,
cellular automata optimisation of wireless sensors networks, connectivity
preserving network transformers, constrained resource networks, vague
computing, parallel evolutionary optimisation, emergent behaviour in multi-agent
systems, vehicular clouds, epigenetic drug discovery, dimensionality reduction for
intrusion detection systems, physical maze solvers, computer chess, parallel
algorithms to string alignment, detection of community structure. The book is a
unique combination of vibrant essays which inspires scientists and engineers to
exploit natural phenomena in designs of computing architectures of the future.
Explore techniques that develop your rhythm Learn the tips and tricks of different
drumming styles Follow the steps to set up and tune a drum kit Dreaming of
drumming? Here's where to start! Do you find yourself tapping on the tabletop
whenever music plays? It's time to turn table-drumming into the real thing. The
simple, easy-to-follow advice in this book gets you going, whether your goal is to
start a band or just to play for your own enjoyment. Conquer the basics of the
drums while you discover the different rhythms of rock, blues, Latin, and other
music styles. You'll also find advice on playing other percussion instruments,
buying and maintaining a drum set, performing for an audience, and much more.
Inside... Begin with basic rhythms Learn fundamental techniques Choose the
perfect drum set Find out how to tune drums Explore rhythms from around the
world Discover how drums are used in different musical styles
In-depth coverage of popular percussion instruments, including history, tuning,
maintenance, techniques, exercises, ensembles, and more, from a worldPage 4/6
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renowned educator and performer, Kalani. Each book comes with an enhanced
CD featuring additional multimedia content, including demonstrations of all
rhythms and techniques and tuning instructions.
A complete study, including illustrations, on all the Latin rhythms.
This course examines the infusion of traditional Afro-Latin and especially AfroCuban concepts into contemporary Western music. Upon completion of this book
you will have mastered many new skills that will help you become a more
accomplished percussionist and, more importantly, a more complete musician.
By exploring the role of percussion in traditional Afro-Cuban music, you will
understand the important contribution drums make towards a complete musical
piece, and that a drum is not merely a rhythmic placeholder but truly a musical
instrument worthy of recognition. While this book focuses primarily on hand
percussion, its basic principals are also applied to the drum kit. There is no
standard notation in this book; rather, the rhythms are illustrated with easily
understood charts based on counting out subdivided beats. Two companion CDs
offer audio examples of all major points.
"Well-organized, detailed bibliography covers the general topic of salsa, including
styles, genres, musicians, and instruments. Appropriate indices make the volume
highly useful"--Handbook of Latin American Studies, v. 58.
Teaches how to play the conga drum using authentic Afro-Cuban rhythms:
calypso, bomba, conga, rumba, bembe, and teaches techniques used by master
conga drummers to play with comfort, fluidity, and safety.
A complete method for learning to play lead steel drum. World-renowned steel
drum artist Othello Molineaux has developed a concise method for the novice or
experienced musician. Perfect for individual study or classroom use, this method
comes complete with an accompaniment CD and a full-size practice poster.
This book--which won the 2000 DRUM Magazine Readers' Poll for "Best
Instructional Book"--is a complete, step-by-step course on conga drumming. It's
the book we looked for but couldn't find when we were first learning to drum. We
did everything we could to make it user-friendly, so even non-musicians could
understand it. The book teaches families of drum parts for several authentic AfroCaribbean rhythms, including rumba, bomba, calypso, conga, and bembe. The
instruction is clear and step-by-step, and the writing creates the intimate feel of
private lessons. The charts are big and easy to read. Life-like illustrations clearly
demonstrate proper technique for each stroke. Please note: audio files of the CD
that comes with the print version of this book are not included in this ebook
version (but are available separately).
Brazilian Conga opens the door to familiar and to new worlds for the fans of the
Brazilian atabaque with its rhythms adapted to the conga. You will meet some
"old acquaintances" among the typical basic grooves of Brazilian music for one
conga or timbau (Samba de Caboclo, Barravento, Ijex, or Congo) but also
relatively unknown rhythms for two or three congas---Brazilian rhythms originally
not intended to be performed on the atabaque and even modern pop rhythms.
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Additionally, the method provides coordination exercises and a number of pieces
for small percussion ensembles. This book by Gilson de Assis with its
accompanying CD, which offers recordings of all the individual grooves, will
surely be of great help to both the novice and the experienced percussionist. It
will not only lead you to a better understanding of the playing techniques and
structures but also help you capture the feeling and prepare the groundwork for a
correct interpretation of the Brazilian atabaque rhythms.
This book is a complete, step-by-step course for beginners on how to play
djembe. Right from the start you'll be learning interlocking parts for some of the
most popular West African rhythms: Kuku, Djole, Kassa, Madan, Suku, Sunguru
Bani, and Tiriba. While you learn the patterns, you'll also learn how to make each
of the basic strokes--bass, tone, and slap--with proper playing technique. We use
life-like illustrations to show how each stroke looks from the outside and give
detailed descriptions to explain how each stroke feels from the inside. The book
also has easy-to-read box charts and a friendly writing style that creates the feel
of private lessons. Please note: audio files of the CD that comes with the print
version of this book are not included in this ebook version (but are available
separately).
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